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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGUTJATORY COMMISSION 

AFFIRMATION/DISCUSSION SESSION 

Room 1130, 
1717 H Street Northwest, 
Washington, D.C. 

Thursday, November 5, 1981 

The Coinrnission met at 3: 03 p.m., pursuant to 

BEFORE: 

NUNZIO PALLADINO, Chairman. 
JOHN AHEARNE, Commissioner.' 
VICTOR GILINSKY, commissioner. 
PETER BRADFORD, Commissioner. 

_THOMAS ROBERTS, Co:rnmissioner. 

ALSO PRESENT:. 

•' -

Samuel .Chilk 
Leonard Bickwit 
Marshall Miller 
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1 P R 0 C E E D I N G S 

2 CHAiru-WT PALLADIMO: The meeting will please come 

3 to -order. 

e 4 This is an affirmation/di~cussion session. The items 

IQ 5 
""' 

up for consideration were listed on the agenda,.and I will ask 
Cl:l 
~ 

..J. 6 IQ 
IQ 

the Secretary to walk us through. 
,... 
~· 
0 7 ~ .._ MR. CH ILIC: " The first i tern I would like to take up 
"'1'· 
~ 
0 8 0 
~ 

' is the NSF request for a stay of and a. hearing on the license 
0 
Q 9 
:i 

amendment to the West Valley license, where you have before you 

0 s 10 a proposed order pertaining to a request by NFS for a stay on 
z· -::c 11 rn 

~ 
their license amendment. 

r5 12· 
z A rnajority·of the Commission, the Chairman, -Q 

-~ 
13 Conuni.ssioner~· Gilinsky, Bradford and Roberts have approved 

rn 14' ~. 
ri.'I 

the order, which denies the motion for stay and instructs the 
E-i· 
~. 
0 15 ~ 
ri.'I 

Board to initiate a proceeding on request for hearing. 
~ 

== 
16 Commissioner Ahearne dissents, and his dissent will 

00 

E-i' 17 . ri.'I . be attached to the order • 
ri.'I 
~ 

~ 18 Would you.affirm? 
·= E-<· 
too 19 0 
0 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Could I ask a question, two 
et:) 

20 questions? 

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Sure. 

e 22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: At least my copy of the order 

23 didntt·have a page 7. 

e 24 MR. CHILK: I .will make sure page 7 is in there. 

25 CO~.MISSIONER BRADFORD: That kind of thing happens 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. 
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when you dissent, John. 

2. (Laughter.) 

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I would _like to ask about 

4 the current status of .this cc;i.se; in finrticular some negotiations 

that I understood were going on. 

-MR. BICKWIT: I gather negotiations are going on. I 

don't know much about them. I know the state is- a party to the 

8 .negotiations, and NFS is a party to 'them, and that's about all I 

could tell you about them. 

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What will the effect of this 

ll order have on the negotiations? 

12 MR. BICKlV'IT: I would not be able . to say~ 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you think it's germane? 

14 MR~-- BICK.WIT: I think it could have. an· effect. 

15 COMM!SSIONER AHEARNE: And we do have,. I believe, a 

16 section in Part 2 that speaks that when negotiations are underway 

17 we ought to· try to encourage that. 

18 MR. BICKWIT: I'll take you at your word. I .don't 

19 know the section. 

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: .275 and .212. I'm just 

21 pointing out that I. think the Commission might have waited.· 

22 MR. CHILK: Is the Commission re.ady to affirm its. 

23 ·:votes? . 

24 CJ\ chorus of ayes.) 

25 MR. CHILK: Thank you • 

. ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. 
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1 The next item.is SECY 81 --

2 COM.MISSIONER BRADFORD: Of course, John, you have 

3 e~panded hearing rights substantially, but ~-

-5 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: I want to change my vote. . I 

6 abstain. 

7--. ~ -- . MR. CHILK: You wish to abstain? 

The vote is then t..~e Chairman, commissioners Gilinsky 

rj 
_c). ·---9 ·and.Roberts. would approve the order -- Commissioner- Roberts 
:i-
0 

- -~. -
- C!l 10. ab.stains. 
z .... 
= 11 rn 

~ 
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: It's just one vote, but you 

c5 12 z . move fast. 
.... 
Q .... 13 

-~ 
CLaughter. l 

rn 
14 = >:l 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Would you repeat it? 
a; 
0 15 i:l.. ·MR. CHILK:. The majority o.f the Commission, the 
>:l = 
== 

16 Chairman, commissioner Gilinsky and Commissioner Bradford 
00 

E-<' 17 >:l 
approved the voter Commissioner Roberts abstains; and Cornmissione 

>:l c:: 
Fil . 18 Ahearne.dissents. 

= E-< 
too 19 0 CA chorus of ayes.} 
0. 
C'.l 

20 MR. CHILK: The next item is 81-245A, interim 

21 amendments to 10 CFR Part .50, related to hydrogen control. . . 

22 e 
23 

This is a paper that was held .over from the preceding week 

in which the Commission is being asked to approve a final rule 

24 - 25 

· to requi:re inerted atmospheres in Mark I and II .containments 

and hyarogen recombiner capability for LWRs and -not rely on 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. 
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purge and repressurization·systems as the prima;-y means of 

hydrogen control. 

The Commission has unanimously approved the order 

or -the rule, rather, that was circulated to you earlier. Would 

you please affirm your votes? 

(A chorus of ayes. ) 

MR. CHILK: The third item- is the draft order for 

the oral presentation in the Waste Confidence Proceeding, in· 

which the commission has before it a memorandum and order 

specifying procedures for oral presentations to the Cornmission, 

in that proceeding. 

The commission has considered the order and have 

talked about it, and it_ is my understanding that all of you have 

agreed to the order that was circulated to· you, with the 

exception of a decision has.not been made on a paragraph .:j..tem 3 

.on page 13 in which I believe the Commission may want to discuss 

_whether that i.tem is included or is not included in the order. 

I unders:tiand two Commissioners have gone on record 

as Commissioner Ahearrie desiring it be deleted and Commissioner 

Bradford desiring it be retained. 

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I wonder if we could hear 

:t:rom Mr. Miller. 

MR. CHII.K: Do we have Mr. Miller here? 

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: On why he thought it was 

use.ful to include it. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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MR. MILLER: Which item is this? 
r' 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Page 13. 

MR. MILLER: As I told Commissioner Ahearne, it's 

really his fault,.in a way. 

(Laughter.) 

Let me give you just a --

MR. BICmiIT: You can usually trace it back. 

(Laughter.) 

6 

M..'R.. .MILLER: In the only prehearing conference we 've 

had, I issued an order as the presiding officer limiting the 

scope to the· spent fuel from nuclear reactors for two reasons: 

First,. because that's what the court said to do;. and 

secondly, because DOE, which has the· lead responsibility, told me 

at· that hearing that.it would take another. year· or. two even to go 

into. the.· matter, that they had no studies made. But if we 

wanted to proceed, they did have and would go forward as lead 

agency on the spent fuel in the commercial reactors. 

The next thing I knew, there came a memorandum 

February th.e 9th, 19 81, froI!l Commissioner Ahearne, regarding 

;reprocessed fuel, and there were recommendations made, I believe, 

;Crom the working group and myself as presiding officer •. · 

But then that·sane month, February of '81, we had.a 

motion from some of the intervenors who sought to make the TMI-

type wastes part o.f this proceeding within the scope of it, 

and they cited the letter that ·chairman Ahearne is familiar with, 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. 
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1 which he had written, I think it was on· Oc_tober 20, 1980. 

e 2. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But at least for the clarifica-

3 tion of two of the Commissioners who weren't fa.miliar with it, 

e 4 the letter was.to try to prod the DOE to take some action with 

IO 5 
""' 

respect to get moving on the efforts to clean up TMI. That 
~ 
C'il ..;. 6 IO 
IO 

was · t..he purpose of the letter, and. it was not in any way 
.-.. 
C'il 
Q 7 C'il ...., addressing the waste confidence proceeding, either explicitly 
~-
Q a· Q 
C'il 

or, to the best of my knowledge, implicitly. 

0 
l· 

i::i 9 MR. 11:ILLER: It was picked up by the intervenors who 
:i 
0 

~ 10 got a copy through," I thipk, Freedom of Information. But, an:yway 
z -= 11 rt.l 

~ 
they got a copy --· . 

rj· 12 z COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: ~Jell, actually we did .. not -· Q 

-~ 
13 trT to keep the letter very quiet,. because we were trying to get 

rt.l . 14: ~ 
r.:l 

DOE to·move • 

~-
0 15 ~ r-1R •. MILLER: No question of it, it's just as you say-,-. 
r;i:l. 
~- . ' . 

== 
16 si.:r-,except it has gone in many respects for.that purpose, I'm 

C'I) 

~ 
r.:l 17 sure. So the differences between the higp specific activity 
r.:l 
~ 

?n 18 was·te there and the 11sual. spent fuel such. as the kind you get 
= E-< 

't- 19 Q from a reactor was then seized upon for the motion, and I as 
Q 
~ 

20 presiding officer had to rule on the motion. I adhered to what 

21 I understood th~,Cominission's original memos had told me and 

22 what the court had said we should do. But ·r did indicate several 

23 times· in the order that the scope would be the subject of 

24 .recommendations by. the working group and the presiding officer 

25 would be determined ultimately in this proceeding by the 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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1 Commissioners themselves, because the conunissioners have always 

· 2 reserved full power to make these decisions and have carefully 

3 told. the working. group,. myself ·and everybody else, that those · 

4 matters_ are ·to .be. determined solely by the Commission, and we 

5 always respected that. 

6 So that's the reason it's in there, and I ask you to 

7 keep me honest, because I had said the Commissioners would dispos 

8 of ·that question and other questions of scope, such as now 

the reprocessing, since that's come to the fore. And then one· 

10 other reason. The issues. that I described in the recommendations 

1l that I made to the Commissioners· as presiding officer of 26 

12 issues, and then they were framed asr;questions by the working 

13, . group. 

14 In No.. 1 and No. 2, . it says that the scope, whether 

15 or not it should be limited to the· spent fuel that comes from 

16 th.e facilities or the commercial reactors or anything ·else, is 

listed as an issue. I could not,·. at least, tell . people it was 

going to be determined by the Co1'!1IT1ission, by the working group, 

as an issue for consideration with 25 others~ and then tell 

20 anybody that we.couldn't take it up and talk about it. 

21 Now thatts the· whole.reason -- I'm sorry I've taken 

. - . . . ( . 

·e 
. 22 so long. The reason is there~ which otherw·ise one could wonder . 

23 why it '·s contained in the ·recommendations. 

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: If this were deleted, would it 

25 prevent people from bringing it up? 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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1 MR. rULLER:. Well, they'd be puzzled, I think·, sir, 

2 because we've got the 26 issues and the questions upon which 

3 they are based ·would say in part that the scope of the issues 

e 4 relating to what kind of J;:"adioactive materials are going to be 

IO 5 ..;o considered is one of the issues. 
~ 
Cll ..;.. 

6 IO . 
IO 

· Then I think it was probably intended to refer to 
.-
Cll 
0 7 Cll ....., such things as reprocessing, for example. Not the legal .issue, 
..;o 
Cll 
0 a. 0 
Cll 

but the scope, and so far we in an adlninisterial·capacity have 
0 
Q 9' been limiting scope to what the courts ·said and what we understoo 
:i 
0 
E-4 10 i:.!l the Commissioners' desires when they originally exclianged 
z ... 
= ll tl.l 

~ 
memoranda. 

d 12 z CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: As I read the heading, it says· .... 
i::l ..... · 13· 

-~ 
participants were-requested to address in the written statements, 

tl.l 
14~ = r"1 . E-4 . =· 

as wel1. _as· their oral presentations, the significance of the 

0 15 ~ 
r.:i 

recent developments listed below for the Commission's decisions 
= 
::: 16 on the proceeding. 
c:n 
~ 17 r"1 So this. specifically requests those comments, and now 
r.:i = 
~ 18 my thinking was if we deleted it, we would not be-· requesting 

= E-4 
~ 19 0 their comments, but tli.at·. we would not preclude them. Is that 

·o 
~' 

20 a reasonable interpretation? 

21· MR. MILLER: Well, we wouldn't be precluding them, 

22 e . but when you·'ve got 26 ,· I suspect that you ·can '.t tell the 

23 player without looking·at the program. It's going to be a very 

e . 24 tough question, .in trying to respond to the commission's· 

25 · · di.recti ves in a reasonably short period of time, . as we 11 as 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. 
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early under pressure, to know what's in and what's _out. I don't 

2 know. ·I think it would leave it ambiguous. 

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But, Marshall, that first 

e· 4 question involved in the major issues you referred to says, 

IQ 5 ..,,. should the waste confidence·proceeding address waste disposal 
~ 
c-1 
..,i. 6 IQ 
IQ 

issues other than storage· and disposal of power reactor spent 
~ 

c-1 
0 7 c-1 ._, fuel. And. in. looking back through my files of information, 
..,,. 
c-1 
o .. 8· 0 
c-1 . 

which. is wo·rking·. group comments and your questions to the 

d " 
Q 9 working group, for example, I don't believe that this issue 
:i 
0 
E-4 10· 
~ 

labeled 1 is -- now we're back in the· situation of you wrote 
z .... ·=· .11 Cl) 

~ 
that one and I wrote the previous letter. I know what I meant, 

ci 12: z and maybe you meant in this one when you wrote it, should 
..... 
Q 

-~ 
13. accident-generated waste· be there. 

Cl) 

14· ~ 
r.:i· Certainly when I read what you wrote, I concluded 
E-4 

-~ 
0 15 ~ 
r.:l 

you were raising the question of should reprocessing be included . 
~ 

== 
16 or should this be restricted to spent fuel. 

rJ.i 

E-4" 17 r.:l MR. ·MILLER: I didn't mean . it because I had nothing · 
r.:l 
-~ 

~ 18 to do with reprocessing. That, fortunately, was solely,.· 
= E-4 
t- 19" 
0 purely, historically only· yours, the Commissioners'. I had 
0 
~ 

20 nothing to do with it. I did get into the other because of the 

21 motion, but I am not involved, other than the original prehearing 

22 order, where the question came up of reprod:ssing, and there 

23 the.prehearing conference order said no. 

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Right .. 

25 MR. MILLER: Sticking strictly to what the courts said 

"ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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11 

the commissioners should do, and what my understanding of the 

2 ·correspondence was· involving yourself and some other comrniss_ioner 

3. at the time told me, as an administerial matter, as the presiding 

5 

7 

8 

10' 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15. 

16· 

17 

18 

19 

20 

officer. 

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: This is spent fuel of a sort .. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: At least my view is that 

where it.· talks. ci.b~ut the recent developments in the proposed 

order, and it specifically addresses there are several I!lajor 

recent developments, and to me the question of the reprocessing, 

the question of waste from reactor storage, those are quite 

central to the underlying question that had originally been 

' ' 

asked· of. the· Commission or redirected back to the Commission, 

and the commission then set. up this. proceeding. And the TMI 

' waste seems: to me to 0 not be' in that same category' of' the central 

issue, and I would guess that if we get off into the area of 

·TMI waste, that it brings·up entirely different character issue, 

very large, nongeneric, but potentially one that will take us a 

great deal of time to sort through, and detract from trying to 

· address ·fundamental issues that were raised in this proceeding. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:· Again, can I ask the question, 

21 ·what's the consequences of keeping it out? Would it not be 

22 addre.s sed? 

23 MR. MILLER: What page is that, Mr. Chairman? 

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Page 13. 

25 MR. MILI .. ER: When I inquired. whether the subject of 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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12 

1 reprocessing and another and different kind of radioactive 

2 waste is within. the realm of potential issues ·the Commission 

3 would desire to consider? 

4• COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That's number one. Page 10, 

5 it •·s asking that question. 

6 MR. ·MILLER: Yes, but I don't. know what the 

7 . commission is going to do about it. If it rs in, then it Is a 

8 very different form than.that which was originally handed down 

9 by the court, and in response to your question, Mr. Chairman,. I 

10 don't know. I suspec"t the people who made the motion and who 

11 were told by the presiding officer that it was a :matter that 

12 was potentially in- issue·, .but that it was a matter that that 

13 and other issues of scope would be decided solely by the 

.. 00 
a:: .. 14· 
roil 

Commission, . they may or they I!i.ay not remember,. or· they may or 

~ 
. ~· 15 they may not want to .talk to you:· about it at a hearing • 

roil = 
16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: My reading of it-is if we 

17 leave this out, we would not be inviting them to give their 

18 comments.· But I also concluded it would not preclude<tl!hem. 

19 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Well, as a practical matter, 

20 it might well have, for the reason~ Marshall just gave, which is 

21 they •·ve got a limited amount of time to focus on a lot of things, 

22 and if.we tell them that doesn't seem to be .. of ·much interest, 

23 th.ey aren t t going to focus on it. 

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You mean if we don't put it in, 

25 wh.at it will tell them is that at least from the Commission's vie , 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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that is not one of the questions they should put their time on, 

to focus on •. 

If we do· put it in, I think you're tel-ling them just 

the opposite. . It is one of the· key questions. . I would agree 

·with Joe 'in that if it~ls out, it doesn't preclude them. .If they 

think. that is really a big::_ issue' they could still address it. 

But it doesn't say that we think it's a big issue, which is where 

I came· out. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: And that's about where I come 

out. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:: But it is not, as I understand 

it,. the. way you feel the matter now lies in the understanding 

of the participants. 

MR. MILLER: . I suppose ·it's just a. matter that I want 

to be l.ntellectually·honest. · I told them in good faith in· an 

order that they would have an opportunity that·the 

commission itself would determine it. So long as the. Commission 

determines it, I think I've satisfied my obligations, and I 

don ''t really care to urge anything beyond that •. 

COJllT.lUSSIONER AHEARNE: So :that it is in front of us, . 

and if we vote·:.::to delete it as an .explicit item, ~.,,e have so 

determined. 

MR. MILLER: Yes. You've determined in advance of 

the hearing. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I was just going to say, they 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. 
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·certainly haven't had much of an opportunity to address this. 

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: On the other hand, I think 

3· that you have characterized. earlier in this that we shall 

e 4 the Commission shall decide what goes in,· and we would be 

IQ ..,. 5 deciding that. We would be saying that in our focus on this 1 
Cl:) 
e-1 ..;.. 

6 IQ 
IQ 

that it does not rise to that level.· 

~ 
Q 7 e-1 ....., MR. MILLER: I merely say you will then be in the 
..,. 
e-1 
Q 8 Q 
e-1 

pos.ture, with TV cameras and everything on the hearing, if 
0 
ci 9 there is one, in the posture of not having.mentioned it after, 
:i 
0 
e.. 
t!I 10 and people are --
z .... =· 11 rlJ 

~-
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Sayiri.g that we would decide it, 

r.5 12 z and it was considered~ 
.... 
Q 

-~ 
13 MR. MIT..iLER:~ So long as· the Commission is now making· 

rlJ ·14 . =· roil decisions,. I~ am only going to -- I don't tell you what to do. 
~-
0 15 ~-
roil 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE-: Come ori, Marshall, you clearly 

= 
== 

16 are arguing ve.ry strongly for its inclusion. 
00 

e.." 17 roil MR. MILLER: Am I? I guess I just want you to put 
roil = 
~ 18 in a footnote to get me off the hook. If somebody says you 
= e.. 
t- 19 Q 
Q 

told.us they were going to' do ~t, you at least made a 
Cl:) 

20 recommendation, you burn,. and look, I'm the presiding officer, 

21 and I Im the only orie probably you Ive seen all day. .You were 

e 22 talking this morning about what presiding 0-fficers do and don't 

23 · do. I. 'm the only live one. 

24 (Laughter.) 

25 If I write down somebody' s a bum, they zoom in with 
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those cameras and· 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: We also have. that situation 

quite frequently. 

MR. MILLER: I know. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: . And I know what the letter 

th.at we sent to DOE said, and I have read what Judith Johnsrud 

said it meant. I happen to disagree with that. And at least 

for me, putting it in here, items 1, 2, 3 elevates it far beyond 

the level that I thought it deserved. 

MR •. MILLER: That may well .be. I'm willing to settle 

for a srna·11,. tiny footnote. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: We.aren't saying they can't 

raise it. I thi.nk a· footnote would say -- there~ are many items, 

Marshall, that we aren't s·aying that they can't keep out •. · I'f 

·this order goes., we give them time to say that you are being 

given time to address the:;issues that basically we think are 

important, ·and as you well know, because as the presiding officer 

you've beenin many such situations, they will then.address 

what they think is most important. 

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, let me say after listeni g 

to Conuni.ssioner Ahea:rne,· I have decided to leave the order as it 

is. 

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: So as .I understand it, we have 

three votes to delete and two votes to retain, and so that would 
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indicate that we delete that. 

2 
MR. MIIJLER: Mr. Chairman, I just want you to know 

3 
they devoted a whole issue of South.Carolina Law Review to this - 4 
proceeding. .I want you to know that they have heard of this 

IQ 5 
~ C".). down as far as South Carolina. 
C"I 
.,.j. 6 IQ 
IQ 
....... (Laughter. ) . 
C"I 
Q 7 C"I ._ 
~ COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Marshall,. I'd have to say 
C"I 
Q 8 Q 
C"I 

0 
that for my good friend,. Richarc;l Riley, I would not say as far 

Q 9 
:i down as South Carolina·. 
0 

~ 10· 
z - MR. MILLER: Well, it depends on your point of view, 

= l1 r:r.i 

~ where your center of the universe is. 

r5 12 z -Q 
'(.Laughter.) 

,.;;i 13 

-~ Thank you •.. 
r:r.i 14:. = r.:l 

~ 
MR. CHILK: ·Mr:.· Chairman, that concludes the 

0 15 ll. 
r:.l 

= affirmation on this presentation on this particularly. You 

::: 16 
c:t.i have· three deleting the paragraph, two retaining it, and 
~ 17 r:.l 
r:.l 

= 
th.e Commission previously voted unanimously in favor of the 

~ 18. 

= ~ 
order itself, less paragraph -- split on paragraph 13. 

to- 19 
8 
C".) . CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right. 

20 
(A chorus of ayes.) 

21 
MR. CHILK: That concludes.the .. affirrnation. 

22 
(Whereupon, at 3:25 p.m., the meeting was 

23 
adjourned. } 

24 

e 
25 

* * * * 
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